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• Exploiting the structure of concurrent programs to scale 
up their verification

• Don’t want to consider the internals of a library while 
reasoning about its client - abstract it by a spec:

Compositional reasoning

• Guarantees of data consistency part of the library spec

Client

Library

Client

Spec



Communication via data structures, transactional 
memory, observing liveness properties, x86 memory 
model, C/C++ memory model, ...

Factory of abstraction techniques

Processors and languages do not provide 
sequential consistency: a multiprocessor is really 
a distributed system

for shared memory



Communication via data structures, transactional 
memory, observing liveness properties, x86 memory 
model, C/C++ memory model, ...

Factory of abstraction techniques

Prerequisite: specifying the underlying consistency 
model of the processor, language, database

Processors and languages do not provide 
sequential consistency: a multiprocessor is really 
a distributed system

for shared memory



Factory of memory model definitions



“If no new updates are 
made to the object, 
eventually all accesses 
will return the last 
updated value”



“If no new updates are 
made to the object, 
eventually all accesses 
will return the last 
updated value”

But updates never 
stop!

So what does this tell 
to me as a client?

C

L

C

L’ If no new updates 
are made...

I always do 
updates



50 shades of eventual consistency

Add features
that make coping 
with weak 
consistency 
easier

Strengthen 
consistency,
somewhat



50 shades of eventual consistency

Add features
that make coping 
with weak 
consistency 
easier

Strengthen 
consistency,
somewhat

• Very low-level formalisms: not appropriate for 
verification

• Also wildly different: hard to explore the design 
space, e.g., by combining different features

Need a declarative definition of the semantics of 
eventually consistent systems



Solution

• A unified framework for shared-memory and 
distributed consistency models

• More general than usual weak memory due 
to features specific to distributed systems

• Opens lots of research opportunities - 
bridging verification and distributed systems 
communities

We can use lessons from shared-memory models



Outline

• Specifying weakly consistent models

Distributed systems ≈ C++

• Abstraction techniques

C++, but should also be applicable to 
distributed systems



Outline

• Specifying weakly consistent models

Distributed systems ≈ C++

• Abstraction techniques

C++, but should also be applicable to 
distributed systems

✘



Registers, counters, sets, maps, graphs, sequences...

1. Users can make conflicting updates on 
different replicas. What is the conflict resolution 
policy?

Need to specify the behaviour of the CRDT zoo 
declaratively, à la Abstract Data Types 

Two issues



x.write(1,t1) x.write(2,t2)

x.write(2,t2)

{x = 2} {x = 2}

x.write(1,t1)t1 < t2

Last-writer-wins register

Timestamp updates and let the last writer win

link to weak memory models



access.write(all)

access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

2. System eventually consistent if updates stop.
Which anomalies can we see before this?
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access.write(all)

access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all

2. System eventually consistent if updates stop.
Which anomalies can we see before this?



access.write(all)

access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all

Is causality preserved?

2. System eventually consistent if updates stop.
Which anomalies can we see before this?



req1

resp1

req2

resp2
...

req1

resp1

req2

resp2
...

• What is the conflict resolution policy? 

• Which anomalies are allowed? 



req1

resp1

req2

resp2
...

req1

resp1

req2

resp2
...

• What is the conflict resolution policy? 

• Which anomalies are allowed? 

Abstract execution

⬇

Spec defines the set of possible responses by 
constraining the set of abstract executions



Execution: (A, so, vis, ar)

access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all

so so
vis

vis

access.write(all)

Thread/Session 1 Thread/Session 2

soar



Execution: (A, so, vis, ar)

access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all

so so
vis

vis

Actionsaccess.write(all)

soar

What happens on the interface client/database

Object Op Parameter Return 
value

Session id



Execution: (A, so, vis, ar)

access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all

so so
vis

vis
Session 
order

access.write(all)

soar

The order of requests by the same session 
= program order



Execution: (A, so, vis, ar)

• A and so: come from the client code

• visibility and arbitration: declaratively specify 
ways in which the database processes requests

req1

resp1

req2

resp2
...

req1

resp1

req2

resp2
...

vis, ar
⬇



access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

so so

access.write(all)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all

so



access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

so so

access.write(all)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all

so

Delivered?

Has the message about access.write(all) been delivered 
to the other replica when access.read() is executed?



access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

so so

access.write(all)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all

so
Visible?

Delivered?

Has the message about access.write(all) been delivered 
to the other replica when access.read() is executed?



Execution: (A, so, vis, ar)

access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

so so
vis

vis

Visibility relationaccess.write(all)

soar

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all



Execution: (A, so, vis, ar)

access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : noboss

so so
vis

vis

access.write(all)

soar

vis

Visibility relation



• Weak memory models = specialisation to 
Last-Writer-Wins registers

• vis ≈ reads-from relation, but shows all 
previous actions, not just the most recent one

...

a a

b

b1

b2

bn

rf
vis

vis

vis

Vs weak memory models

Conflict resolution - specific to distributed systems



x.write(1,t1) x.write(2,t2)

x.write(2,t2)

{x = 2} {x = 2}

x.write(1,t1)t1 < t2

System includes a time-stamping mechanism that 
can be used for last-writer-wins conflict resolution



x.write(1,t1) x.write(2,t2)

x.write(2,t2)

{x = 2} {x = 2}

x.write(1,t1)t1 < t2

Arbitrated before

System includes a time-stamping mechanism that 
can be used for last-writer-wins conflict resolution



Execution: (A, so, vis, ar)

so so
vis

vis

soarArbitration 
relation

access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

access.write(all)

vis

post.read() : photo

access.read() : noboss

Only used for implementing last writer wins policy
= coherence relation in weak memory models



• What is the conflict resolution policy? - Data type spec

• Which anomalies are allowed? - Consistency axioms

Set of database behaviours = {(A, so) | 

∃vis, ar. (A, so, vis, ar) satisfies

(A, so) is generated by the client code ∧

data type specs and consistency axioms}

Constrain executions (A, so, vis, ar)

Specification structure
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∃vis, ar. (A, so, vis, ar) satisfies

(A, so) is generated by the client code ∧
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Specification structure



Data type specification

access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : noboss

so so
vis

vis

access.write(all)

soar

vis

• How do I compute the return value of an action a?

• Only actions visible to a are important: have been delivered 
to the replica performing a



Data type specification

access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : noboss

so so
vis

vis

access.write(all)

soar

vis

• How do I compute the return value of an action a?

• Only actions visible to a are important: have been delivered 
to the replica performing a

Context of a - projection of the 
execution onto such actions



Data type specification

vis

access.write(all)

ar

vis

F: context of a → return value of a

access.write(noboss)

access.read() : noboss

RETVAL. 8a 2 A. retval(a) = Ftype(a)(ctxt(a))



Data type specification

vis

access.write(all)

ar

vis

F for Last-Writer-Wins registers: 
sort all actions according to ar 
and return the last value written

F: context of a → return value of a

access.write(noboss)

access.read() : noboss

RETVAL. 8a 2 A. retval(a) = Ftype(a)(ctxt(a))



Apply standard set operations in any order 
Commutative ➜ result the same

s.add(c)

vis

s.add(a)

vis

s.add(b)

vis

F: context of a → return value of a

Grow-only set

s.get() : {a,b,c}



What gets taken into account depends only on vis

s.add(d)
so so

s.add(c)

vis

s.add(a)

vis

s.add(b)

vis

F: context of a → return value of a

Grow-only set

s.get() : {a,b,c}



s.get() : {x}

vis vis

s.add(x)

vis

s.remove(x)s.add(x) vis

Add-wins set

F: context of a → return value of a



s.get() : {x}

vis vis

s.add(x)

vis

s.remove(x)s.add(x) vis

Add-wins set

F: context of a → return value of a

Rationale: if you saw an update, you don’t conflict with it

s.add(x)

vis

x delivered

s.remove(x)
x ✘ 



s.get() : {x}

vis vis

s.add(x)

vis

s.remove(x)s.add(x) vis

Add-wins set

F: context of a → return value of a

Rationale: if you saw an update, you don’t conflict with it



s.get() : {x}

vis vis

s.add(x)

vis

s.remove(x)s.add(x) vis

Add-wins set

F: context of a → return value of a

Rationale: if you saw an update, you don’t conflict with it



s.get() : {x}

vis vis

s.add(x)

vis

s.remove(x)s.add(x) vis

Add-wins set

F: context of a → return value of a

F: remove cancels out only vis-preceding adds

Rationale: if you saw an update, you don’t conflict with it



s.get() : {}

vis vis

s.add(x)

vis

s.remove(x)s.add(x) vis

Add-wins set

F: context of a → return value of a
vis

F: remove cancels out only vis-preceding adds

Rationale: if you saw an update, you don’t conflict with it



s.get() : {}

vis vis

s.add(x)

vis

s.remove(x)s.add(x) vis

Add-wins set

F: context of a → return value of a
vis

F: remove cancels out only vis-preceding adds

Rationale: if you saw an update, you don’t conflict with it

Abstracts from internal representation: 
no tombstones, etc.



• What is the conflict resolution policy? - Data type spec

• Which anomalies are allowed? - Consistency axioms

Specification structure

RETVAL. 8a 2 A. retval(a) = Ftype(a)(ctxt(a))



Basic eventual consistency

Session guarantees

Per-object causal 
consistency

Causal consistency

Strong consistency

≈ C/C++ relaxed

≈ C/C++ release/acquire



access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all

so so
vis

vis

access.write(all)

soar

Causal consistency

Principle for strengthening consistency: 
mandate that certain edges be included into vis



access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all

so so
vis

vis

access.write(all)

soar

Causal consistency

Happens-before relation:

Axioms:

≈ C/C++ release/acquire accesses

hb = (so [ vis)+

(hb \ sameobj) ✓ vis; (hb \ sameobj) ✓ ar



access.write(noboss)

post.write(photo)

post.read() : photo

access.read() : all

so so
vis

vis

access.write(all)

soar

vis

Causal consistency

Happens-before relation:

Axioms:

≈ C/C++ release/acquire accesses

✘

hb = (so [ vis)+

(hb \ sameobj) ✓ vis; (hb \ sameobj) ✓ ar



Technical take-aways

• Ways in which the database processes 
requests specified declaratively by vis and ar

• Conflict resolution policies specified by 
functions of vis and ar

• Consistency strengthened by including 
additional edges into vis or ar

• Weak memory models = specialisation to 
Last-Writer-Wins registers



Theoretical results about CRDTs

• Formalisation of the relationship           
CRDT implementation ⇔ specification

• Framework for proving correctness of 
CRDT implementations

• Method for proving lower bounds on space 
requirements of CRDT implementations

• Case studies: last-writer-wins register, counter, 
multi-value register, add-wins set

email me for a copy of the paper



Outline

• Specifying weakly consistent models

Distributed systems ≈ C++

• Abstraction techniques

C++, but should also be applicable to 
distributed systems



Don’t want to consider the internals of a library 
while reasoning about its client - abstract it by a spec:

Client

Library

Client

Spec

Library abstraction



atomic Seq S;

void push(int v) {
  atom_sec {
    if(nondet()) while(1);
    storeREL(&S,append(loadACQ(&S),v));
  }
}

Just a piece of code, but much simpler
Can simplify reasoning by pretending we’re calling the spec

Specification

atomic Node *T;

void push(int v) {
  Node *x, *t;
  x = new Node();
  x->data = v;
  do {
    *t = loadRLX(&T);
    x->next = t;
  } while
    (!CASACQ,REL,RLX(&T,t,x));
}



Abstract data type

atomic Node *T;

void push(int v) {
  Node *x, *t;
  x = new Node();
  x->data = v;
  do {
    *t = loadRLX(&T);
    x->next = t;
  } while
    (!CASACQ,REL,RLX(&T,t,x));
}

Specification

atomic Seq S;

void push(int v) {
  atom_sec {
    if(nondet()) while(1);
    storeREL(&S,append(loadACQ(&S),v));
  }
}



atomic Node *T;

void push(int v) {
  Node *x, *t;
  x = new Node();
  x->data = v;
  do {
    *t = loadRLX(&T);
    x->next = t;
  } while
    (!CASACQ,REL,RLX(&T,t,x));
}

Specification

Takes effect atomically

atomic Seq S;

void push(int v) {
  atom_sec {
    if(nondet()) while(1);
    storeREL(&S,append(loadACQ(&S),v));
  }
}



atomic Node *T;

void push(int v) {
  Node *x, *t;
  x = new Node();
  x->data = v;
  do {
    *t = loadRLX(&T);
    x->next = t;
  } while
    (!CASACQ,REL,RLX(&T,t,x));
}

Specification

Not SC: other threads may notice effect with a delay
But causality is preserved: level of consistency part of the spec

atomic Seq S;

void push(int v) {
  atom_sec {
    if(nondet()) while(1);
    storeREL(&S,append(loadACQ(&S),v));
  }
}



Client perspective

int x = all;

x = noboss;

push(&x);

a = pop();

b = *a;

{ b ≠ all }

Can be used for producer/consumer synchronisation

atomic Seq S;

void push(int v) {
  atom_sec {
    if(nondet()) while(1);
    storeREL(&S,append(loadACQ(&S),v));
  }
}
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Client perspective

int x = all;

x = noboss;

push(&x);

a = pop();

b = *a;

{ b ≠ all }

Can be used for producer/consumer synchronisation

atomic Seq S;

void push(int v) {
  atom_sec {
    if(nondet()) while(1);
    storeREL(&S,append(loadACQ(&S),v));
  }
}

so sohb

hb = (so [ visREL/ACQ)+ (hb \ sameobj) ✓ vis

vis



atomic Node *T;

void push(int v) {
  Node *x, *t;
  x = new Node();
  x->data = v;
  do {
    *t = loadRLX(&T);
    x->next = t;
  } while
    (!CASACQ,REL,RLX(&T,t,x));
}

Specification

atomic Seq S;

void push(int v) {
  atom_sec {
    if(nondet()) while(1);
    storeREL(&S,append(loadACQ(&S),v));
  }
}

L     L’:  L is abstracted by L’v

L’L



Any behaviour of the client 
using the library implementation 
L is reproducible if the client 
uses its specification L’ instead

C
L

C
L’

Abstraction Theorem: 
L v L0 =) client(JC(L)K) ✓ client(JC(L0)K)

Intention of L   L’v

Can pretend we’re calling L’ instead of L



Abstraction Theorem: 

Intention of L   L’v

Can pretend we’re calling L’ instead of L

C
L

C
L’

L v L0 =) client(JC(L)K) ✓ client(JC(L0)K)

client(JC(L0)K) ✓ P

+
client(JC(L)K)✓ client(JC(L0)K)✓P

Can replace L by L’ in a proof of C



Comparing libraries

• Take the most general client:

• Get all possible library histories      : describe 
library behaviour relevant to the client

•

n

k
k=1

while (true) {

if (nondet()) m1(nondet());

else if (nondet()) m2(nondet());

...

else ml(nondet());

}

0

BBBBBBB@

1

CCCCCCCA

JLK

L v L0 () 8H 2 JLK. 9H 0 2 JL0K.H v H 0
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Comparing libraries

• Take the most general client:

• Get all possible library histories      : describe 
library behaviour relevant to the client

•

n

k
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Any number 
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Any methods, 
in any order, 

with any parameters
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C

L

L v L0 =) client(JC(L)K) ✓ client(JC(L0)K)
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L v L0 =) client(JC(L)K) ✓ client(JC(L0)K)



C

L

History: several relations on call/return actions
Ensures the interfaces to the client are compatible

L’

L v L0 =) client(JC(L)K) ✓ client(JC(L0)K)

call/ret



A history component
Gurantee: projection of hb to calls and returns

call push(&x)

...

return push

call pop

...

return pop ➔ a = &x

hb

x = noboss

b = *a

so

so

hb = (so [ visREL/ACQ)+ (hb \ sameobj) ✓ vis

REL ACQ



A history component
Gurantee: projection of hb to calls and returns

call push(&x)

...

return push

call pop

...

return pop ➔ a = &x
vis

hb

x = noboss

b = *a

so

so

hb = (so [ visREL/ACQ)+ (hb \ sameobj) ✓ vis

REL ACQ

: noboss



Library abstraction definition

• History: (Guarantee, ...)

•  

• Specification can guarantee less to the client

• So client has more behaviours when using  
specification instead of implementation

•  L v L0 () 8H 2 JLK. 9H 0 2 JL0K.H v H 0

(G, . . .) v (G0, . . .) () G0 ✓ G ^ . . .



L v L0 =) client(JC(L)K) ✓ client(JC(L0)K)

C
L

C
L’

Abstraction Theorem

• Main idea: transformations on graphs 
representing executions

• For C++, with a caveat [POPL’13]: 
not an issue for distributed systems



Conclusion

• Specification framework:  TR on my web-site

• Theory of CRDTs: email me for a copy

• Library abstraction for C/C++: POPL’13

www.software.imdea.org/~gotsmanPapers:

Opportunity: applying verification and testing 
technology developed for weak memory to 
distributed systems


